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Illustrations

1. Map of Eurasia, focused on Turkey and the Black Sea Region
2. In Laleli at stores catering to Russian speakers
3. Information card with hotline number
4. At a shipping office
5. At the “bus station”
6. Hürrem’s tomb beside the Süleymaniye Mosque
7. Haseki Hürrem Sultan or Roxelana
8. Four women at the Turan Bar in Beyoğlu (Pera), 1930s
9. At a Moscow wholesale market
10. “Legal assistance and advice, work visas”
11. Farmland in Gagauzia
12. Map of Moldova
13. A street in Vulcănești
14. At the town crossroads
15. View of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church in Vulcănești
16. Sekond khend store with “gumanitarka” handwritten on the door
17. Women fishing off the Galata Bridge
18. On İstiklal Caddesi, near Taksim Square
19. On the Golden Horn, looking toward Süleymaniye Mosque
20. Promotional flyer for a Taksim nightclub